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In A Bittersweet Journey Through Culture Yu Qiuyu travels across the Chinese mainland to

visit the country's national heritage sites and unlock the mysteries of China's cultural and

historical legacy. As he winds his way through the countryside, cities, and ruins, Yu Qiuyu

ruminates on the places, people, and moments that have shaped his and the Chinese way of

life. He also reflects on his own personal history, weaving into his tale the histories of his

literary heroes and the great works that have shaped him as a writer. First published in 1992, A

Bittersweet Journey Through Culture popularized the literary concept of the meditative essay,

establishing a new tradition in Chinese prose.
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PREFACEFirst, let me share a short tale:A child, a wanderer, went out for a journey that gave

rise to lasting notoriety, provoking much gossip in his hometown. His family stopped their ears,

but the gossip went on; they closed their eyes, but still they faced a nightmare. As time passed,

they assumed their wanderer had died. They had no choice but to steel their hearts against the

loss.But one day at twilight, about twenty years later, there was the noise of many feet outside,

together with laughter and jubilation. The family peered through their door and were surprised

to see their wanderer, who had returned with a dignified appearance, with a wall of followers,

vast and solemn, standing respectfully beside him outside their door. The family hurried to

open the door and they all hugged each other. They wiped their tears and asked him questions.

They found he had traveled around the world and helped the poor. He bore many scars but

was still healthy in mind and body. Then the family boiled the water for a bath, cooked rice for a

meal, trimmed cloth for fresh clothes, and made up a bed for him to rest.For me, the

experience of publishing A Bittersweet Journey Through Culture evoked the tale of that

wanderer. All of my difficulties originated from its great popularity. Surprisingly, it became a

cultural phenomenon when it appeared. However, that led to attacks in the media. Many

domestic media outlets at that time were unaware that defamation and libel were criminal

offenses, and in succeeding years they heaped abuse upon the book.Most copies of the book

were actually fake, with about eighteen copies pirated for every one copy in circulation that was

authentic. Even so, its various “mistakes” were falsely trumpeted in many journals, as was I. At

one point I wrote to ask the president of a famous weekly, “You have presented my life story

generously, perseveringly, over twenty years, but please: Tell me which sentence is true? One

sentence, just one, would be enough.”Secure in their power and influence, these media outlets

disdained giving any answers. As time went by, even my friends took my pirated books to



heart, believed my falsified life story, listened to the false rumors about me, but bore with me

nonetheless. I felt too embarrassed to explain even one word. In thinking matters over a great

deal, I concluded it was all because of A Bittersweet Journey Through Culture. Hence, I always

wanted to cut off my relationship with the book. I would not mention it, no matter the occasion.It

was an abandoned scarecrow, a discarded target for archery, leaning ragged in the field,

something even the crows and the voles were unwilling to glance at. China granted recognition

to a multitude of books, many of them cultural studies that span several decades. Many books

were selected, but not this one.It was quite like the death of the wanderer.But there was a faint,

strange noise outside the door. Could the wanderer still emerge? I did not dare to open the

door; I could only peer through it.I saw a book voted by readers in Shanghai as having the

greatest influence on them over thirty years.A book that countless Chinese parents mailed to

their children over the years.A book in the front ranks of China’s national literature and Chinese

books with global reach and influence for ten years.A book that, even in Taiwan, with a small

number of readers, achieved a circulation of hundreds of thousands of volumes.A book that

even scholars overseas defended against attacks by some mainland scholars in the Chinese

newspapers.Apparently, the wanderer was not dead and was bearing “many scars but was still

healthy in mind and body.”I barred the door and said nothing for a long time. The book was like

a bitter son bringing its share of tears, but now—I am sorry you were wronged, my child!Orient

Publishing Center scrapped the old version after twenty years and sent it to my office, and I

realized how I had wronged you.Then I got busy boiling the proverbial water for my child’s bath,

feeding it, clothing it again.After all, some passages had lost relevance over the twenty years.

And I realized the robust figure developed during the trek needed to tell his story more

solemnly. So I made some necessary deletions and additions in A Bittersweet Journey

Through Culture.Most of the articles in my new version had previously appeared in the huge

Qiuyu Collections, and so, in that respect, this book could be considered a collection of my

prose works. There have been at least thirty such collections; however, this book differs from

those in that it was compiled by me personally.I had assumed that the pirated copies were still

crowding the market, so I compiled a new version in part to highlight their illegality. How

interesting that was!It all felt very good. After all, the wanderer had returned and I had helped

to care for him. I glanced at him from head to toe and felt satisfied. His appearance was

dignified indeed. Should he not hear words of praise after bearing so many hardships?The

friends who had originally read A Bittersweet Journey Through Culture were getting old;

subsequent readers would have to be their sons and grandsons. It was said that in many

Chinese families, reading the book was a tradition for three generations. Perhaps this new

edition will take on the same role. The hours spent and the words grinded out in many an old

courtyard still hold the warmth of tradition for me. The travails were insubstantial as a dream,

the many miles but a means to a destination.—Yu Qiuyu, late one autumn night in China, 2013

CHAPTER ONEMemorial ArchwayIIN MY CHILDHOOD, there were many memorial archways

in my hometown. The memorial archway is a kind of stone portal, traditionally two stories high.

When the national “temple fair” was celebrated every year, a temporary memorial archway

would be built and fastened with a batten at the gate of the temple, be extravagantly decorated,

and later dismantled. The permanent archways were built of stone, and the oldest was said to

have been standing more than five hundred years.The stonemason enjoyed the greatest

renown among the country’s craftsmen. While the work of other craftsmen was commonplace,

the stonemason’s was indispensible and lasting. There were three rankings of stonemason: the

lowest, for gravestones, then the builders of stone bridges, and then, the most esteemed, the



builders of memorial archways.Like so many industries, the lower a worker’s rank, the harder

he had to work, and vice versa. But, strangely, the lower a worker’s position, the better his life

was. And vice versa.The building of gravestones touched each and every family. People spared

no expense for funerals, with little haggling, which led to a very rich life for such stonemasons.

However, people knew that such stonemasons always had some connections with the grave

robbers. How did the grave robbers select their targets so precisely? How did they know where

the invisible crack or the detachable brick was? Was it not because of the stonemason? The

grave robber was called the “grave-digging bachelor” among the villagers, and the most

famous grave-digging bachelor for many miles around was called the “night fairy.” Thus the

villagers also called such stonemasons the “night fairy class,” or the “fairy class” for short.The

stonemason for memorial archways enjoyed the highest reputation and was altogether

respected by the villagers. People needed to look up to the memorial archway, together with

these stonemasons, although they always lived a poor life. For it was no surprise that the works

of such stonemasons were few, since such archways were very rare, and you might not

encounter a single one, even over many years.Unlike “scholar archways,” and archways

presented by the Emperor that were present elsewhere, almost all of the memorial archways in

the village were built in honor of women, in particular women who had passed away. The

memorial archways, one after another, all exalted the women’s devotion: “single-minded,”

“widowed but not remarrying,” so they were also known as “chastity archways.” However,

although the widows were many in the village, the memorial archways were built by only a very

few, for they needed to satisfy a series of strict standards. Those could not be determined even

by the clan elder, village head, security group head, or tithing chief; one had to report to the

“squire guild” to determine these standards.The well-known “Lady Fan archway” was the

biggest of these. After her husband died, Lady Fan raised the children alone. Her only son took

the imperial examination and secured a high official position. It was this son who appealed to

the squire guild for the construction of a memorial archway after his mother died, and it was

truly exquisite.Other kinds of memorial archways were actually somewhat strange. For

instance, once, a fiancé had died before his wedding. According to the custom at the time, the

betrothed couple had not yet met, but on hearing of her future groom’s death, the fiancée

drowned herself in a well. Or the strange case of a widow who had hanged herself upon

receiving three proposals of marriage from one man. These kinds of tributes happened in large

families, though generally not in poor ones. Generally, the poor could not afford to build an

archway.White stone was used for the memorial archway of Lady Fan, a stone with a hue close

to heather gray, with a smooth surface. A blue stone was used for suicidal young women; it was

cool to the touch, scarred, a bit rough.The memorial archway was a good place for villagers

and passersby to rest, though not in the winter. It was always close to the road, and one could

use the stone base as a bench and the stone pillar as a backrest. Hence many people liked to

chat while reclining there, enjoying the white clouds, listening to the cicadas’ singing, and

spreading gossip.One morning, Pan Mugong, a highly respected mason of memorial archways

in the village, walked out of his home and started down the road. He wore a clean blue shirt

with a long bag over his shoulder and moved at a moderate pace. When Pan Mugong was

asked by a neighbor where he was going, he replied that a stranger with a black shirt had

invited him to inspect a new memorial archway in Shannan Town.What an event! The villagers

spread the word at once. It was the first such invitation in more than two years. Shannan Town

was ten miles away, but the great master Pan Mugong had to go back home to rest every day,

as was the local custom. Therefore, many villagers sat in the memorial archway at dusk to

welcome him back.Among the villagers, the most excited was a young gravestone mason, a



member of the “fairy class,” who was known to conspire with the grave-digging bachelors.

Meetings between the gravestone and the archway mason were infrequent, but this young

mason always wanted to take Pan Mugong as his master. He had inquired of Pan Mugong

before, but received no reply. Today, he heard that the master was in a good mood when going

out, so the young mason waited under the memorial archway, thinking of a way to approach

the master.And once approaching Pan, he could consult with him about a doubt that he had

had in his mind for a long time but dared not discuss with others.IIPAN MUGONG APPEARED

to be very tired from walking the steep lands in the mountains. The stooped figure in the setting

sun was completely different from the hale man on the road in the morning.The young mason

approached and invited Pan Mugong to sit on the archway’s footstone. Pan Mugong looked at

the young mason gratefully, even affectionately, feeling there was something familiar about him.

The young mason said, “I am a mason too. But only for gravestones.”“You are also a mason?”

Pan Mugong held his hand at once, and said, “Come to Shannan Town with me tomorrow. It is

difficult to find a helper there.”Upon hearing this, the young mason nodded and said, “Okay, I

will follow you there.”The next day, as they walked together to Shannan Town, the young mason

chatted with Pan Mugong endlessly, and finally revealed the doubts that had been buried in his

mind for a long time.“Mugong, many of the memorial archways you’ve built in your life are for

young women, aren’t they?”“Yes.” Pan Mugong always used few words.“What poor creatures

those women are! First, I chisel their gravestones, then you chisel a memorial archway for

them. What an uncanny fate.”“Fate?” Pan Mugong asked back.“I mean the circumstances.” The

young mason hesitated for a while and said, “You construct the memorial archway for them and

they go up to heaven.”“Go up to the heaven?” Pan Mugong shook his head and said, “The

memorial archway has no such power. Suicide is suicide. They are all so young and it is always

heartbreaking.”“But as long as you are the one who constructs the archway for them, the grave

is empty and the dead will fly away,” the young mason said.Pan Mugong turned back suddenly,

grabbed the young mason’s hand, and asked, “Do you mean the graves are empty? How do

you know?”This made the young mason panic. Every time he completed his work, he was

threatened and cajoled by some grave robber to reveal the fresh graves, and how to access

them. But the grave robbers returned empty-handed from the memorial archways of the

women who had committed suicide, and so they swore at the young mason. Gradually, he

figured that those women had gone up to heaven. It was simply logical speculation, and he

wanted to get the full story from Pan Mugong.“Did you join the grave-robbery gang?” Pan

Mugong snapped at him.“No, this is only what the grave-digging bachelors say,” the young

mason rushed to explain himself. Under Pan Mugong’s inquisitive eyes, the young mason told

him in earnest of the grave-digging bachelors and of the women’s tombs they violated.“All

empty?” Pan Mugong stopped and sat on a big stone on the roadside, in reverie. He raised his

head and asked the young mason, “Is the coffin properly in place when buried?”“I was there

every time. The coffin is put into place and the family weep their hearts out.”“The coffin is not

empty?” Pan Mugong questioned closely.“How would I know? I know only that is heavy when

carried.”Pan Mugong took out a cigarette and smoked.After a long time, Pan Mugong said,

haltingly, “When building the memorial archway, I also experienced some strange things…the

grave is empty? How can it be? The Tao tells us that people go up to heaven, but that means

the soul, not the body. So where is the body that should be in the tomb?”Pan Mugong finished

his cigarette and they started walking to Shannan Town. They were going there to construct a

new memorial archway.IIITHERE WAS a rundown courtyard, small, with walls of mud, near

where Pan Mugong had chosen to smoke. The walls had collapsed several times, the rooftop

overgrown with grass and weeds. The courtyard belonged to a deserted nunnery.The old men



said the nunnery had once been very prosperous, but gradually became more and more

deserted as the ranks of Buddhist nuns decreased. Two years earlier, the last Buddhist nun

found it too hard to make a living and went away, her destination unknown to the villagers.The

old men said that the nunnery’s past prosperity was not entirely due to pilgrims. The nuns were

quite beautiful, but no one knew where they were from. One would depart, another would

arrive, and meanwhile the villagers would gaze at them. Some of the local lazybones and

ruffians even stayed there most of the day, to gaze. There were rumors that the nuns had gone

away because of anger at these ruffians’ furtive eyes and vulgar language.Wushan Temple,

just a stone’s throw to the northwest of the nunnery, had many monks. However, the nuns and

the monks, despite their mutual Buddhism, never exchanged words. The villagers knew that

the monks were afraid of provoking gossip. The monastic rules were not slackened, even in

such a desolate place. Every day many aunts and grandmothers from different villages would

gather at Wushan Temple to pray to Buddha.Two old monks from another province and two

younger monks were in the temple. Of the two old monks, one was fat and the other thin. The

thin monk was the master; his dharma name was Xingchan. He came from Wuwei, in

Gansu.Unlike the mud walls of the nunnery, the yellow walls of the Wushan Temple had been

painted the year before last. The mud walls and the painted walls of the nunnery and temple,

the white stone and the blue stone of the memorial archways, these marked the villagers’

favorite gathering places. For now, the temple was the liveliest.IVTWO YOUNG WOMEN,

accompanied by the township leader, approached the nunnery. Before them were the village

head and two young peasants, pushing the knee-deep reeds apart to clear the way. Another

peasant carried two big boxes for the pair of young women. Stopping at the crooked wooden

door of the nunnery, the village head took a big key from his pocket and opened the rusty old

iron lock. After a long while, the door creaked open. The village head told the two young

peasants, “Once you find somewhere to sleep, clean this whole place!”Seeing that a dozen

peasants had gathered behind him, the township head turned to them and said, “This is to be a

kindergarten from now on. There are to be two teachers; three more will come later. Let us

clean up and prepare. All of our children will come here for study in the future!”The villagers

nodded their heads, their eyes staring at the two women teachers. These two teachers were

very shy; they bowed their heads, turned back, and kept out of sight. They were so beautiful,

the villagers could not speak a word, only gape at them.The teachers followed the two young

peasants into the inner courtyard. It was their turn to speak, but they said nothing. There were

many rows of flowers there, all so neat, flourishing, and charming; half were bright yellow, the

other half light purple.The township head and village head followed the teachers in. The

township head gazed around, “This door has been closed for a long time. How do these

flowers bloom so freshly?”The village head said, “The flowers like to hide themselves. The

farther they are from people, the better they grow.”One of the teachers asked timidly, “Who

planted them?”The village head answered, “The nuns. We do not know where they are; only

these flowers remain of them.”The teachers blinked their eyes and bent down to see and smell

the flowers; they touched the flowers gently, already forgetting the gazes of the villagers.

Behind them, the village head ordered the peasants to clean the courtyard and houses.“The

nuns were as young as you are when they first came here,” the township head said to the

teachers.“They were very beautiful like you, too,” an aunt said with a smile.The walls needed

mending, the ceilings needed repairs, and desks, chairs, and platforms needed to be built.

After discussing plans with the township head, the village head found many carpenters,

plasterers, and stonemasons in the town. Also invited was the young stonemason

accompanying Pan Mugong to Shannan Town. The young stonemason was very busy, with too



many things to do at once, so he invited Pan Mugong, his honored master, to come along.With

Pan Mugong involved, the work would be done to a higher standard. The township head had

earmarked funds for the renovation.Before long, three more teachers arrived, all of them

women. A bell was hung in the corridor to ring when classes began or finished.Pan Mugong

looked around while working but said few words. He looked at the flowers carefully, at the nuns’

former quarters, and at the shadows of the teachers. When one of the women turned around,

he would set his eyes on the flowers again.He took much more time to smoke. Perhaps he was

always in contemplation, never speaking openly with others.Soon after, he said to the township

head, “I want to build a stone gate for the school, and the stone has been chosen. Can you, the

town, pay for it?”The township head promised that he would, and the young mason was made

Pan Mugong’s assistant again.The stone gate was built. The villagers had a look at the

handiwork of Pan Mugong, a vivid and brand-new memorial archway. He had imbued it with the

mastery earned of a life’s work. It was even more gorgeous than Lady Fan’s.Two architraves

were made for the top of the stone gate. The upper one was made to have the name of the

nunnery engraved therein, shallowly with small characters, while the lower one was for the

name of kindergarten, engraved deeply with large characters. The entryway was full of flowers,

half bright yellow and half light purple.VTHE TOWNSHIP HEAD and several village heads

helped to recruit the students, persuading the parents one by one. But the students recruited

were all boys. The peasants firmly believed that girls should not go to school. The girls, no

matter in which family, learned to spin, pick mulberry leaves, wash clothes, and look after their

younger brothers from childhood onward. How could they put aside these matters and spend

so much time hanging out with so many boys in the school? Many years later, they would

merely be able to recite vocabulary, and could do no useful chores. How could they ever marry?

There were quite a few boys and so they were divided into three classes. Every day during

class, the teachers stood on their platforms and the boys sat at their desks, as each window

filled with villagers’ faces gazing in. The students were all boys from nearby villages, attending

in turns, one batch after another. The villagers all came to see whether their sons, nephews, or

little brothers listened to the teachers attentively. But the eyes of the villagers never left the

teachers’ platform.The women teachers did not watch the windows deliberately, and their

faces, usually so white, would flush bright red when they glanced that way by accident.There

were no pencils or pens at that time. The writing brush and Chinese ink were necessary when

learning to read, so the boys’ hands and faces were covered with ink marks.“Crooked again,

see?” The teacher instructed the boy to write with the brush and admonished him in a soft

voice.But the boy was looking at the teacher’s long eyelashes, not his lesson. How could her

lashes be so long and fluttering? He returned to his work, but the brush would flutter and

flutter.Adults from several villages discussed the many doubts they had. Where had these

women teachers come from? People said they lived in large families, but where were these

families? Why did they not go home for so long a time? Why did their parents not come and

see them? They should get married now; did they have any arrangements? These questions

could not be answered even by the village head, so only the township head could be turned to.

The township head smiled and said, “Forget your questions. I do not know, either.” However, his

smile suggested he indeed knew something.No one dared to ask the teachers themselves.

They were like goddesses sent down from the sky, covered with cloud and fog, invisible. Men

were captivated at first, as were the women, even more so, and for far longer than the men.

Every day, the women stared at the teachers’ hairstyles, clothes, their waists, the way they

walked. The village women looked closer, pondered the teachers’ smiles, their sereneness. In

their hearts they whispered, We were once as lovely, but they could read, and found



opportunities everywhere. They felt inferior to the teachers, and not only in superficial aspects,

but deep down, in all respects inferior. The women did not complain. Rather, they felt they were

lucky, as if catching a rare glimpse of a mythical creature.An old lady was invited to cook for the

teachers in the kindergarten, but she was from another province and seldom talked with the

others; in fact the villagers could not understand what she said anyway. Therefore, they knew

nothing of the teachers’ meals.One day in early summer, one of the teachers bought a handful

of new waxberries in the market town not far from the school; she put them in a bindle and

went back to school. It had seemed that she’d encountered few people along the road.

However, the next morning, each student brought a bag of ruddy waxberries and piled it on the

teachers’ tables. These villages were near the mountains, and every family planted the

waxberry tree. News had spread quickly: The women teachers were willing to eat

waxberries.The teachers were determined to thank the villagers for the full table of waxberries.

They went out of the school gate Sunday morning, entering the village with grace. All of the

houses were open, but nobody was in them. Finally, they found an old grandmother, and she

told them that the villagers had gone to pick waxberries in the mountains. Following the

direction the old grandmother pointed in, they entered a mountain pass.It was full of trees,

waxberry trees, but not a house or a person could be seen. The teachers looked around but

did not know what to do. Suddenly, a shout seemed to come from one of the trees, then more

shouts, calls to the teachers, but still no one could be seen.“Teachers, our waxberries are very

delicious, come over here!”“Ours were ripe yesterday, just at the hillside two zhang from your

right hands!”“Ours were the sweetest this year. Dear teacher, I am waving from the west

slope!”The teachers turned here and there, smiling. The shouts grew louder.The children were

shouting from the trees, and needed a long time to get down from them. At last they swooped

toward the women teachers like birds, with their mothers in tow. Their mothers wanted to hold

the teachers’ hands, but the teachers stepped forward first to take up the mothers’ hands.That

day, in the mountain pass rich with waxberries, the women teachers talked much, smiled much,

and ate much with the village women. The teachers were surprisingly easygoing, eager to

converse. At last, a village woman pulled a teacher aside and asked, “Does your school take

girls?”“Yes, of course!” The teachers could not wait to answer.“I have a niece living in Shannan

Town, where Pan Mugong made the memorial archway. A few days ago, Pan Mugong came to

build the school gate and my niece arrived the same day. But every day, after going back, she

cried for school.” the village woman said.“Shannan Town? Is it far?” the teacher asked.“Not so

far, but she must cross the mountain. It really is arduous. If she attends the school, she has to

wake up early and go back late, and climb up and down, all alone on the cold and hot days,”

the woman said.“Can you take us to Shannan Town?” the teacher asked.VIDURING THE TRIP

to Shannan Town, the women teachers took on the school’s first girl student. Her name was

Heying.It was not easy for her to get to school. Every day, she needed to cross the mountain

twice. And in winter, snow covered the mountains and plains; the mountain road would freeze,

becoming treacherous. It was quite easy and very dangerous to fall on the mountain road.A

teacher came up with an idea. She told Heying to wear a red hood when crossing the

mountain. She said, “I can find you with this red hood and watch over you as long as you cross

the mountain. If you fall down, I will see you and find a way to help you.”Heying’s mother said,

“Good idea. I will watch after her as she returns along the mountain road.”Hence, Heying was

very happy to go to school, to free herself from her mother on that side of the slope, then come

into the sight of the teachers on this side. Each morning, every winter, she was a moving red

point on the frozen slopes, going up and down under the watchful eyes of the two women.In

fact, it was far more than just two women.On this side of the hill, the boys were lazing away in



bed and didn’t want to get up; on winter mornings, bed was heaven for the children and difficult

to give up. Their mothers had urged them many times, but it was futile, so they turned their

eyes to the snowy mountain out the window.“Look!” The mothers cheered. The boys got out of

the bed. They all saw that red point at the top of the snowy mountain. It was dazzling against

the whiteness.Heying’s schooling set an example. From then on, many girls came to the school

for study, and their academic records were even better than those of the boys. Two years later,

the girls made up one-third of the students. Several men were transferred there to teach. The

school had become more and more established, an institution worthy of Pan Mugong’s fine

archway-like gate.VIII WAS ONLY nine years old when I finished primary school. I remember

little of my childhood, only fragments that I cannot always piece together.Until, while reading a

foreign novel, suddenly I understood. It was like a lightning strike, and I sat there, innocently,

half the day, falling into random thoughts.The novel was called Hot Ice. In it, a young girl goes

out boating with two boys. At the halfway point in their outing, the two boys make improper

advances toward her, even tearing her coat. Desperately, she jumps into the water. The boat

capsizes. As the two boys swim to the bank, she is caught in the vines of a water lily, sinks in

the mire, and dies.Her father takes his daughter’s half-naked body and, srticken with grief,

seals it in an icehouse.The elder sister of the village writes to the pope, proposing that the girl

be granted sainthood.She could make her presence felt. One night a young man, drunk, strays

into the icehouse. He sobers to find its gate is locked. He sees the ice, a girl frozen into it. He

can see her beautiful hair clearly. It is golden, like candlelight behind a glass window in winter,

emitting a bright golden glow. Her breast is exposed; it is visible in the ice. The girl is beautiful.

She seems to sleep, but perhaps it is not quite sleep, but a state more reminiscent of a

stranger finding her way in a new town.The young man can even feel steaming heat when he

gets close to the ice, which helps him to resist the chill in the icehouse.In the end, two young

men secretly break into the icehouse, hauling out the ice with a handcart. They run fast in the

glimmering light. Sweating profusely, they run to the lake as the girl thaws, seeming to take her

far out of the sky.You can see why this tale touched me so deeply.The girl’s achieving

sainthood recalls the honor of a memorial archway, constructed in memoriam to the earthly

virtue of a Chinese girl.But whether through sainthood, or the honor of a memorial archway, I

want to ask, “Are these girls truly gone?”Thanks to this father, I must ask. He froze his

daughter, but she was not frozen completely. The ice becomes “hot ice,” the vital signs and

life’s infinite possibilities concealed. In the icehouse, this girl was still beautiful, indeed even

much more beautiful.Thus, I have a bold suspicion to share.

The book
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